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"After the global disaster, many people all over the world have vanished. I wander the wasteland of
the world in search of those who have not disappeared. I meet a girl called "White-Haired
Narcolepsy" who got lost in the wilderness. She has a white-colored cat called "Tachi-e".Together, we
travel around the wasteland."Dream by Dream, Scene by Scene is the new type of game produced
by Lingtan Studio.Players will be presented with a scenic scene(CG) and a storyline, one track per
chapter.It is a seamless 4D CG story in which players can walk in a fully interactive landscape. And
they will be able to make the story come to life through many innovative interactive elements such
as opening/closing an eye, switching on/off the light, opening/closing a door, and falling into the
abyss.The simulation and sound will trigger the story of Diving Disorder, providing players with a
unique gaming experience.Diving Disorder is an AVG on wasteland theme, produced by the
independent game production team Lingtan Studio.Players will play the role of a refugee who are
struggling to survive after a global disaster, together with the mystery travelling companion, a whitehaired girl suffering from narcolepsy, exploring the truth of the doomsday and the old world in
memory. Along the story, players will make different choices which leading to different
endings.Inthisgame,playerswillclicktokeepthetext,graphicsandsoundmoving.Ithas2
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maincharacterswith their ownvoiceactorsandlive 2D charactersprites(tachi-e), morethan
4specialeventCGs, 2 endingsandascreenplaywithupto50thousandswords.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------QQ group254847653weibo@_Gameplay Dream by Dream, Scene
by Scene-下潜症: "After the global disaster, many people all over the world have vanished. I wander the
wasteland of the world in search of those who have not disappeared. I meet a girl called "WhiteHaired Narcolepsy" who got lost in the wilderness. She has a white-colored cat called "Tachie".Together, we travel around the wasteland."Dream by Dream, Scene by Scene is the new type of
game produced by Lingtan Studio.Players will be presented with a scenic scene(CG) and a storyline,
one track per chapter.It is a seamless 4D CG story in
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